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Making the connection: expanding the role of
restoration genetics in restoring and evaluating
connectivity
Kirstin M. Proft1,2 , Menna E. Jones1 , Christopher N. Johnson3 , Christopher P. Burridge1
The success of restoration activities is affected by connectivity with the surrounding landscape. From a genetic perspective,
landscape connectivity can influence gene flow, effective size, and genetic diversity of populations, which in turn have impacts on
the fitness and adaptive potential of species in restored areas. Researchers and practitioners are increasingly using genetic data
to incorporate elements of connectivity into restoration planning and evaluation. We show that genetic studies of connectivity
can improve restoration planning in three main ways. First, by comparing genetic estimates of contemporary and historical
gene flow and population size, practitioners can establish historical baselines that may provide targets for restoration of
connectivity. Second, empirical estimates of dispersal, landscape resistance to movement, and adaptive genetic variance can
be derived from genetic data and used to parameterize existing restoration planning tools. Finally, restoration actions can also
be targeted to remove barriers to gene flow or mitigate pinch-points in corridors. We also discuss appropriate methods for
evaluating the restoration of gene flow over timescales required by practitioners. Collaboration between restoration geneticists,
ecologists, and practitioners is needed to develop practical and innovative ways to further incorporate connectivity into
restoration practice.
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Implications for Practice
• Genetic estimates of contemporary and historical gene
flow and population size can be used to establish targets for restoration of populations where connectivity and
genetic diversity have been lost.
• Existing restoration planning tools and frameworks can be
parameterized with empirical genetic data about dispersal,
landscape resistance and barriers, gene flow, and adaptive
variation, rather than expert opinion, increasing the likelihood of achieving restoration goals.
• The impacts of restoration on connectivity should be
explicitly evaluated, using genetic analyses and markers
that are able to quantify gene flow over short timescales
or where there is limited genetic differentiation among
locations.
• Collaboration between restoration practitioners and
geneticists is needed to provide new tools to guide
restoration of gene flow and connectivity.

et al. 2008; Lindenmayer et al. 2010; Cosentino et al. 2014),
and the composition of the landscape matrix (e.g. Damschen
et al. 2008; Mabry et al. 2010). Where restoration patches are
too small to support an independent population (or even a single home range), and thus form part of a larger mosaic of
habitat for a regional population, landscape factors that affect
connectivity will be especially significant in determining success (Brudvig 2011). From a genetic perspective, the connectivity of a restoration area to habitat patches in the surrounding
landscape influences local population size and genetic diversity
(Weeks et al. 2011). Small, isolated populations are at elevated
extinction risk from inbreeding depression (Frankham 2005)
or reduced adaptive potential to future environmental change
(Hoffmann et al. 2015; Weeks et al. 2016). These three interrelated elements—connectivity, population size, and genetic
diversity—are all keys to ensuring the long-term fitness and
adaptive potential of restored species (Fig. 1).
Author contributions: KP, CB conceived and planned this article and created the
figures; KP led the writing; CB, CJ, MJ contributed to drafting and editing the
manuscript.

Introduction
The outcomes of restoration projects for biodiversity are influenced by the surrounding landscape. Recruitment and maintenance of a plant or animal population at a restored site may be
affected by the geometry and area of the restoration patch (e.g.
Lindenmayer et al. 2007; Lindenmayer et al. 2010), its connectivity to remnants or other restored patches (e.g. Damschen
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Figure 1. Illustration of three interrelated genetic factors that can influence restoration goals, which should be considered in an integrated genetic approach to
restoration practice.

Historically, the application of genetic techniques to restoration ecology has been limited in scope, focusing on associations
between genetic diversity and fitness with respect to translocation activities, rather than considering natural connectivity
(Mijangos et al. 2015). The lack of focus on genetic connectivity may have had a number of causes, including a failure
of many landscape genetic studies to choose appropriate spatial scales and statistical techniques to support conservation
questions (Keller et al. 2015), and challenges in obtaining and
processing genetic data for sensitive or highly mobile taxa in
restored landscapes. However, next-generation sequencing techniques are now making extensive datasets available for conservation genetic and genomic studies at relatively low cost,
even for nonmodel organisms (Narum et al. 2013). Current techniques for non-invasive genetic sampling techniques make it
possible to collect genetic data for elusive species (e.g. black
bears, Pelletier et al. 2017), and can even provide DNA suitable
for next-generation sequencing (Russello et al. 2015).
There has been a recent increase in studies applying population and landscape-genetic techniques to link connectivity and
restoration planning in novel ways. These include identifying
barriers to gene flow (McRae et al. 2012) or spread of adaptive genetic variation (Apgar et al. 2017); mapping gradients
of adaptive variation in species (Shryock et al. 2017); and setting genetic targets for restored populations that reflect diversity
and connectivity in reference populations (Drury et al. 2017).
Connectivity of restored populations to the surrounding landscape is also becoming an important metric of restoration success, both for translocated (Aavik et al. 2013; Reynolds et al.
2013) and naturally recolonizing species (Cosentino et al. 2015;
Isselin-Nondedeu et al. 2017; Mijangos et al. 2017). Given the
rapid development of sequencing technology and analytical
approaches to assessing genetic connectivity, and increasing
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interest in incorporating this into restoration genetics, we feel
that it is timely to synthesize current and emerging genetic techniques that can support decision-making in ecological restoration. We highlight ways in which genetic data can inform
restoration (Fig. 2), and provide recommendations for practice.

Quantifying and Understanding Connectivity
in Restored Areas
The establishment of connectivity between populations in
restored areas and neighboring patches and the natural recolonization of restored habitat are heavily dependent on species’
dispersal capabilities. Relative or absolute contemporary rates
of dispersal among populations can be estimated using programs such as BayesAss+ (Wilson & Rannala 2003) or BIMr
(Faubet & Gaggiotti 2008). Alternatively, individual dispersal can be genetically estimated using individual population
assignment approaches (e.g. Berry et al. 2004), parentage
analyses (e.g. Peery et al. 2008), or sibling analyses (e.g. Feutry
et al. 2017). Historically, the most common genetic markers
used for ecologically focused genetic studies were microsatellites, amplified fragment length polymorphisms (AFLPs),
and allozymes. Affordable next-generation sequencing is now
allowing the increasing use of single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) datasets, which can provide many neutral markers as well
as information about adaptive variation (Narum et al. 2013).
Landscape genetics, a field which integrates approaches from
landscape ecology and population genetics (Manel et al. 2003),
provides tools for quantifying the relationships between gene
flow and environmental factors. Many landscape genetic studies
utilize resistance surfaces, which are spatial layers that quantify the “resistance” of landscape and environmental variables
to movement and gene flow by organisms (Zeller et al. 2012).
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Figure 2. Schematic illustrating ways in which genetic research addressing connectivity can be incorporated into practice. A range of different techniques
and products of connectivity research (white boxes) can inform key stages of restoration (gray boxes).

In a typical resistance surface, cells with low resistance represent areas—such are core habitat types—that are easy for an
organism to move through, whereas those with higher resistance
represent features that impede movement. Resistance surfaces
can be optimized using empirical genetic data, either by using
model selection to choose which of several predefined surfaces
best explains the genetic data or by optimizing resistance surface parameters to maximize fit with observed genetic distances
(Zeller et al. 2012). Alternatively, generalized dissimilarity
modeling (GDM; Ferrier et al. 2007) provides a two-step procedure that can be used to model nonlinear effects of environmental variables on genetic structure, and then predict and visualize
genetic differentiation as landscape maps. Both the resistance
surfaces and the outputs of GDM can be used in restoration planning to visualize and predict the connectivity of a restored area
within a specific landscape configuration. Landscape genetic
studies can also be used to derive parameters or address questions that may inform a restoration project, such as quantifying the influence of habitat gaps on long-term dispersal rates
(Coulon et al. 2012), modeling the effects of restoration and
land use change on gene flow (van Strien et al. 2014), or comparing the importance of different habitat patches for genetic
connectivity in co-occurring species (Fortuna et al. 2009).

Establishing Historical Baselines
Genetic studies have the capacity to establish historical baselines with respect to population connectivity and effective
population size, thus indicating if restoration is necessary, and
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suggesting targets for improvement or metrics for evaluation.
Differences in mutation rates and inheritance patterns of genetic
markers can be exploited to estimate and contrast patterns of
historical and contemporary genetic connectivity. For example,
Mijangos et al. (2017) used a mitochondrial DNA marker and
microsatellites to reconstruct regional historical migration rates
and population sizes of a small marsupial across a landscape
containing restored mine sites. They then used microsatellite
markers to assess whether postmining rehabilitation restored
contemporary connectivity to recolonizing populations at a local
scale.
For projects with a limited budget, a single marker type can be
analyzed using several measures of gene flow representing different time frames. Historical gene flow can be inferred using
coalescent methods implemented in programs like MIGRATE
(Beerli & Felsenstein 2001) and IM (Hey & Nielsen 2004),
or estimates of F ST , which may take hundreds of generations
to show a response to changes in connectivity (Landguth et al.
2010). These can then be contrasted with contemporary dispersal rates. For instance, Apodaca et al. (2012) found that contemporary gene flow (inferred with genetic assignment methods) in a threatened salamander species was significantly less
than historical gene flow (inferred with coalescent methods),
suggesting a strong impact of habitat fragmentation, and recommended habitat restoration to increase the gene flow between
populations to historical levels. If historical landscape data are
available, another approach is to test whether the observed
genetic structure is best explained by contemporary or historical
landscape patterns (e.g. Zellmer & Knowles 2009; Epps et al.
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Table 1. Opportunities to integrate empirical genetic connectivity data into recent restoration planning tools.

Aspect of Connectivity Representative Studies

Connectivity Data Used

Removing barriers
to gene flow

Uses landscape resistance
surfaces to identify key
barriers to connectivity,
and assess benefits of
removing them.
Uses landscape resistance
surfaces to simulate
ecological corridors
between source and target
patches, for conservation
and restoration planning.
Creates landscape-wide,
omnidirectional
connectivity maps from
circuit-theory analyses on
landscape resistance
surfaces.

Identifying
movement
corridors and
bottlenecks

Optimizing patch
connectivity for
restoration
prioritization at
landscape scale

Designing reserves
to protect genetic
differentiation

Linking areas with
different adaptive
genetic variation
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McRae et al. (2012)

Opportunities to Integrate
Genetic Data

Associated Planning Tools

Use genetic data to derive
“Barrier mapper” module
empirical habitat resistance
within “Linkage Mapper”
surfaces as inputs.
tool. Available at http://
www.circuitscape.org/
linkagemapper
Ribeiro et al. (2017)
Use genetic data to derive
LandScape Corridors
empirical habitat resistance
software package for
surfaces as inputs.
corridor design. Available
at https://github.com/
LEEClab/LS_
CORRIDORS
Pelletier et al. (2014)
Use genetic data to derive
Protocol for making
empirical habitat resistance
connectivity maps for a
surfaces as inputs.
landscape, including
masking nontarget areas to
highlight pinch-points
where restoration should
be prioritized.
Bortoleto et al. (2016) Classifies distance between
Use genetic data to derive
Mathematical index
patches into categories
both dispersal distance
describing suitability of
(e.g. close, far) based on
classes and habitat
habitat patches for
hypothesized species
resistance surfaces for
restoration within a
dispersal capabilities; maps
target species.
landscape, incorporating
resistance of surrounding
probability of dispersal to a
matrix to dispersal.
site, and success of
establishment.
Multiscale methodology to
Foster et al. (2016)
Estimates local and regional Incorporate estimates of
prioritize areas for
dispersal capabilities
connectivity using gap
investment in revegetation.
derived from genetic data.
crossing and maximum
dispersal distances for
target species, and least
cost path analyses.
Genetic similarity maps used
Already integrated in GDM
Thomassen et al. (2011) Uses GDM to model
as input for ResNet reserve
modeling; use similar
environmental variables
selection algorithm (Sarkar
methods and data to create
predicting genetic
et al. 2009); could be used
maps of genetic structure
divergence between
in other
for other species
populations, and creates
restoration/conservation
landscape prediction of
planning tools to ensure
classes of genetic
genetic variation is
similarity.
conserved or linked.
Shryock et al. (2017)
Identifies loci under selection; Already integrated in GDM
Adaptive distance mapping
uses GDM to model
modeling; use similar
tool for study area,
environmental variables
methods and data to create
designed for seed
predicting adaptive
maps of adaptive
provenancing. Available
variation and create
distance/connectivity for
from http://
landscape-wide maps of
other species.
datadryad.org/resource/
adaptive differentiation.
doi:10.5061/dryad.d48r5,
could also be used to
prioritize restoration that
protects under-represented
divergence, or connects
adaptively divergent
populations.
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2013). A third technique uses genetic simulations to reflect several hypothesized past conditions, and tests which simulation
most closely matches the empirical genetic data (Pelletier et al.
2017).
Similarly to estimating past gene flow, historical effective
population sizes can be estimated using coalescent methods,
and contrasted with other genetic approaches that provide
estimates of contemporary population size, such as temporal
linkage methods (reviewed by Gilbert & Whitlock 2015). These
approaches also allow prediction of population persistence, and
future consequences of population size for adaptive potential.
Evidence for survival through periods of historical population
size change may indicate a species’ resilience to such fluctuations (Hoffmann et al. 2015), and likewise, long-term, low
population sizes may suggest a high likelihood of success in
restoration activities despite a potentially low number of individuals to be reestablished (Lankau & Strauss 2011). However,
the importance of effective population size for maintaining
adaptive potential of populations in the face of unprecedented
environmental change (Sgrò et al. 2011) highlights the potential
benefits of increasing effective population size regardless of
historical baselines or dynamics.

Protecting Adaptive Potential
Evolution can facilitate persistence of restored populations during rapid climatic and environmental change if sufficient genetic
variation is present (Sgrò et al. 2011; Hoffmann et al. 2015). It
is therefore important to maintain or increase adaptive potential within restored populations. There are a range of genetic
techniques that enable us to measure adaptive diversity. Common garden and controlled environment experiments have been
widely used to identify adaptation to local conditions (e.g. Sinclair et al. 2015). However, for taxa less amenable to direct
manipulation (e.g. many animals), adaptive variation can be
identified by screening genomic markers such as SNPs or
AFLPs for loci that show unusually high geographic structuring
of variation (e.g. Beaumont & Balding 2004; Foll & Gaggiotti
2008). Environment-association analyses, which identify loci
strongly correlated with environmental gradients independent
of neutral population genetic structure, can also identify potentially adaptive loci (e.g. Joost et al. 2007; Frichot et al. 2013).
While these techniques do not specifically identify the variant
underlying the adaption, and interpretations of biological significance are often vague (Shafer et al. 2015), this is an area
of active research with great potential for ongoing development
(Garner et al. 2016).
Once adaptive variation has been identified, there are a number of practical ways that it can be preserved or enhanced in the
restoration planning process. One approach involves translocating individuals into a restoration site, with the aim of enhancing the adaptive potential of the population. For instance, when
sourcing seed for restoration planting, some practitioners advocate translocating a mixture of different genotypes that may
be better adapted to disturbance (Lesica & Allendorf 1999)
or future climates (e.g. Sgrò et al. 2011; Prober et al. 2015)
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at a restoration site. These approaches form part of a broader
movement toward climate adaptation through assisted gene flow
(Aitken & Whitlock 2013). Translocations may also be particularly important for rare, dispersal-limited species (Baur 2014).
A second approach to protecting and improving adaptive
diversity is by restoring natural connectivity between populations through landscape restoration, corridor creation, or
removal of barriers to gene flow. In particular, increasing connectivity between areas that have different levels of adaptive
diversity or span environmental gradients may help to improve
adaptive potential of a species (Sgrò et al. 2011).
Strategically restoring natural connectivity may be a useful approach in many circumstances, as it can avoid several
potential risks of translocations. If populations of a species are
adapted to their local conditions, translocations may result in
individuals being maladapted to their new environments. Evidence of local adaptation has been found in many plant species
(Oduor et al. 2016), and this may lead to fitness decreases in
individuals translocated to sites that are geographically or climatically distant from their origins, which is a key argument
for the use of local provenancing in restoration (Bucharova
et al. 2017). Translocations of nonlocal individuals with different phenotypes may also result in complex impacts on coevolved
species. For example, oaks of different provenances in a common garden experiment had different abundances of gallwasps
(Sinclair et al. 2015), and, similarly, different ecotypes of the
perennial grassland species Centaurea jacea in common garden conditions have substantial differences in the frequencies
of seed herbivores and their associated parasitoids (Bucharova
et al. 2016). Local biotic factors such as soil fungal assemblages at restoration sites may also be correlated with species
distributions (Pellissier et al. 2013), and could affect the fitness
of translocated individuals. Another reason to favor restoration of connectivity as opposed to translocation is to reduce
the risk of outbreeding depression, which may reduce fitness
when divergent populations are crossed (Weeks et al. 2011).
However, the long-term negative consequences of outbreeding
depression from translocations appear to have been overstated,
except where divergence is sufficient to result in reproductive
failure (Weeks et al. 2011) or population sizes are very small
(Aitken & Whitlock 2013).
Managers should weigh up the relative costs and likelihood of
success when using assisted gene flow or habitat restoration to
protect adaptive diversity. Genetic simulations may assist managers in choosing an optimal strategy; for instance, Pelletier
et al. (2017) simulated the future genetic trajectory of an isolated population of black bears (Ursus americanus) with and
without translocations, and concluded that, due to the likelihood of allelic diversity declining rapidly without intervention,
and socioecological barriers making habitat restoration impractical, an ongoing translocation program was necessary to conserve this population. In some cases, both strategies may be
appropriate, beginning with assisted gene flow to reestablish
healthy populations, followed by landscape restoration to promote expansion into new habitats and maintain connectivity
without ongoing intervention (e.g. Robichaux et al. 2017).
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Translation Into Practice
To ensure the integration of connectivity into restoration practice, we need clear methods for incorporating genetic data into
planning and evaluation. Table 1 highlights examples of recent
tools or methodologies for restoration planning that could incorporate genetic data in different ways. There are a number of
different tools that can assist managers to increase connectivity
through restoration, by identifying connectivity corridors, barriers, and pinch-points. Additionally, regional restoration planning frameworks may include estimates of patch connectivity
among other key variables (Table 1). Expert opinion is commonly used to parameterize connectivity models and resistance
surfaces, but this can be less reliable than empirical approaches
(Beier et al. 2008; Zeller et al. 2012). Thus, using genetic data
to provide empirical dispersal estimates or resistance surfaces
for use in these planning tools could improve the accuracy of
models and hence restoration success.
For managers aiming to maintain or connect adaptive diversity through habitat restoration, GDM could be a particularly
useful tool, as it generates spatial predictions of putatively adaptive genetic structure that is linked to environmental variables
(Table 1). These can then be used to manually select restoration sites that link differently adapted populations, or conserve
under-represented adaptive variance. Alternatively, these surfaces can furnish inputs for reserve or restoration-network planning algorithms.
A key challenge for environmental managers wishing to
restore connectivity for a wide range of species will be deciding
upon an appropriate subset of taxa for targeted genetic research.
One approach is to select several umbrella species with relatively high requirements for connectivity, design a network of
managed areas for each species based on gene flow and population size, and then “stack up” these networks to produce the
final landscape management plan (Baguette et al. 2013). However, this approach may be complicated by the fact that even
ecologically and phylogenetically similar species may respond
differently to landscape variables (e.g. Poelchau & Hamrick
2012). Alternatively, species might be selected if they provide
important ecological functions, such as seed dispersal and pollination, which may be critical to ecosystem recovery (Montoya
et al. 2012).
To better integrate connectivity into restoration practice, it is
also important to explicitly evaluate the impacts of restoration
projects on genetic connectivity, not only during translocations
(Aavik et al. 2013; Reynolds et al. 2013), but also in species
that naturally recolonize restored habitat (Cosentino et al. 2015;
Isselin-Nondedeu et al. 2017; Mijangos et al. 2017). When evaluating the restoration of habitat for connectivity, it is important
to note that “gene flow” should be considered as the incorporation via reproduction of genes into another population; “movement” of genes alone is insufficient to realize the fitness benefits
of gene flow. Therefore, documented use of a habitat corridor,
or movement into or away from a restoration area (e.g. germination of a seed dispersed from elsewhere), need not indicate gene
flow (Horskins et al. 2006); genetic confirmation of reproductive contribution to the population is required.
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To allow timely monitoring of restoration success, assessment of gene flow associated with restoration activities should
employ methods sensitive to changes over short timescales.
Assignment methods that can identify hybrids and recent
migrants between populations (e.g. Anderson & Thompson
2002; Piry et al. 2004) may provide the most rapid assessments.
For example, Isselin-Nondedeu et al. (2017) successfully
employed assignment methods to detect migration of palmate
newts (Lissotriton helveticus) into and between a network of
ponds within 2 years of restoration. Where there is little genetic
differentiation between populations, methods based on kinship
analysis (e.g. Peery et al. 2008; Jones & Wang 2010; Feutry
et al. 2017) may prove most successful for detecting gene
flow (Palsbøll et al. 2010). Additionally, using even moderate
numbers of SNP markers may allow more sensitive detection
of genetic differentiation and admixture than microsatellite
markers (Gärke et al. 2012).

Conclusion
Ecological restoration will play a critical role in conserving biodiversity and ecosystem function in the future. We have synthesized emerging ways in which genetic research into connectivity, population size, and genetic diversity can improve the
planning and evaluation of restoration actions, as summarized
in Figure 2. We hope that this article inspires collaborations
among geneticists, restoration ecologists, and decision makers
to develop new tools that can incorporate a greater variety of
genetic data into restoration practice, and guide the restoration
and evaluation of gene flow and connectivity.
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